This article presents the results of a corpus-assisted discourse study into the use of the diminutive marker little in an adversarial trial. It explores the recurrent patterns and the evaluative meanings associated with the use of little, and furthermore looks at the broader interactional context in which these patterns and meanings are found. Drawing on the concepts of stance (du Bois 2007), evaluation (Hunston 1994) and semantic prosody (Louw 1993) , it demonstrates how interactants in the courtroom setting lay claim to epistemic priority by stressing the relevance of their own testimony while discrediting the opponent and diminishing the importance of unwanted evidence. The analysis also shows that patterns with little are linked to politeness and mitigation, and that they soften the austerity of communication. The data seem to suggest as well that the evaluative uses of little are more common in references to the primary reality of the courtroom than in references to the out-of-the-courtroom reality, in the case of which denotative meanings prevail. Most importantly, however, the study reveals that despite the formality of courtroom interaction, analytic diminutives with little are a frequent interactional device and, further, that their polarities depend on interplay with other discourse elements as well as the interpersonal goals that the speakers are trying to achieve.
In Part 1 of the article I explained the theoretical underpinnings of the current study and I presented a general overview of patterns with little attested by the data. In Part 2, in turn, I focus on selected patterns with little and demonstrate their role in negotiating evaluative meanings in courtroom interaction. (continued) 4.2.2. little + references to spoken and written communication Firstly, it was noted that little co-occurred with a wide range of references to different forms or elements of spoken and written communication (i.e. different types of oral accounts or different types or elements of written records/evidence). As predicted, in this context, the diminutive marker little helped the speakers to express politeness and modesty, especially when they offered their own arguments or interpretations (Examples 1 and 2). Elsewhere, little was found in pre-and post-but sequences that marked disagreement, where it appeared in acknowledgements of anticipated criticism (Example 3) or in countermoves introducing the speaker's preferred stance (Example 4). Clearly, in all such instances, little was found in the environment of words denoting some form of spoken or written communication or evidence (e.g. point, hint, clue, clip, word, comment, warning, explanation, parable, handwritten note, notice, sheaf, summary, passage, written statement) . I am going to suggest at the end of this case that every time Hitler floats into the picture in your books, it is in order for him to be, as it were, conferred innocence. As pointed out above, little was purposefully deployed most particularly in the various references to spoken and written communication that was produced by the speakers themselves or attributed to other discourse participants. This seems logical, given that the parties' primary objective was to undermine the narrative presented by the opposing party, that is, to dismiss or belittle its relevance. At the same time, they sought to stress the validity of their own accounts and to win the judge's positive regard for their own evidence. Along these lines, though rather unexpectedly, little bundle turned out to be a recurrent device; its frequency in the data was relatively high (98 tokens, including 54 tokens of the little bundle). As emerged after a closer examination, little bundle was used chiefly by the claimant (84 out of 98 occurrences) when he was advancing his line of argument and presenting his own evidence, and it was especially frequent in polite requests (Examples 5 and 6). It also emerged that the adjective little was used rather sparingly in combination with two other nouns that denoted documents, i.e. file and document, and that the denotative descriptions small bundle and small file were also infrequent (Table 3) 
Selected patterns with little in courtroom talk
[Counsel → Claimant](4)
a little (bit)
Turning now to the other patterns, it was likewise found that the clusters a little and a little bit were relatively frequent in the data. Before looking at the individual instances of a little (bit), however, it is useful to draw a distinction between its use verb zerknąć (have a quick glance at), used instead of the more formal spojrzeć (look), and the polite form czy Sąd mógłby (Your Honour, could you/would you/would you mind). Of course, since the above observations are intuitive, more cross-linguistic research would be needed to determine the similarities and differences between the ways diminutivity is expressed in legal discourse in English, Polish and other languages.
as an adverbial modifying an adjective and its use as an adverbial modifying a verb. Both uses, it was noted, were linked to mitigation and the softening of the austerity of communication, although they appeared in different contexts. With regard to the first use of a little (bit), this tended to co-occur with negative polarity adjectives, i.e. those marking a negative evaluation or signalling some kind of problem (e.g. facetious, unorthodox, suspicious, painful, confused, frightened, complex) . To see this more clearly, consider Examples 9-12, where the overall mitigating effect is achieved through the co-occurrence of a little (bit) with evidential and epistemic markers (e.g. it sounds, probably, I think) as well as politeness markers (e.g. can I tell you, if I may).
(9) Right. This is very helpful to know that, but can I tell you why I am a little puzzled? A little (bit) was also found to co-occur with comparative forms of adjectives and adverbs, including those referring to size, space and time. This should not come as a surprise, given the fact that some of these instances were found in the turns of expert witnesses, who -aware of the liability for providing untrue accounts under oath -relied on qualified (hedged) statements rather than definite assertions (Example 13). Similar approximations were also found in references to various parts of the written documentation discussed during the examination (Example 14) as well as in polite requests (Example 15). Finally, a little (bit) was also identified in the judge's references to procedural matters (mainly the time and duration of adjournments), as illustrated by Example 16. 
this little and the little
Moving on to this little and the little, these two clusters pointed to the here-and-now orientation of the ongoing interaction and focused the listener's attention on the evidence in hand, which, in some cases, was being negatively assessed or even ridiculed. This is plain, for instance, in the interaction shown in Example 21, where the counsel challenges the reliability of the evidence presented by the claimant, requiring that the latter provide the exact number of eyewitness accounts that he relied on in his testimony. However, it is only in the broader interactional frame and thanks to co-occurrence with other subjective markers (It is a deliberate exaggeration, is it? You got some good laughs…) that the negative polarity of this little story becomes apparent. This evaluative use of this little can, on the other hand, be contrasted with Example 22, where, conversely, this little is used neutrally in the witness's technical description to denote a physically small object. It is noteworthy here that whenever the little collocated with nouns that denoted physical objects (buildings or structures) which represented the out-of-the-courtroom reality (e.g. (22) -columns would be going through the roof completely because the columns themselves were wider. They had these three concentric layers, but what would have happened is that there were a hole through the roof, and then on the top of it you get a kind of chimney like structure, and as long as the hole is connected to the innermost, to the innermost kind of column inside and of the same width so that this little thing can be brought up and down which ultimately allowed people to retrieve the earth in which the Zyklon was absurd during transport. 
little + evaluative adjectives
Unsurprisingly, the diminutive marker little was also found in the environment of other adjectives, some of which were plainly evaluative. As I intuited, the prosodies of these configurations were predominantly negative; although, it needs to be admitted, such patterns were rather infrequent (Table 2) . It should also be observed that the evaluative meanings were not equally distributed in the two patterns identified in the data. More to the point, the little + evaluative adjective + noun pattern did not seem to indicate much negativity, whereas the evaluative adjective + little + noun pattern betrayed more tangibly the speaker's negative assessment, which, too, resulted from the interplay with the co-occurring discourse items. 6 For instance, as is discernible in Example 24, the speaker tries to diminish the value of the information provided by the expert witness (this rather amusing little footnote you put in), while, 6 Cf. Dressler and Barbaresi's (1994: 115) observation that the usual order for the weak form little in premodifier position is adjective + little + noun, as in You pathetic little man! said sarcastically and menacingly and, further, that it rarely admits substitution by small. at the same time, stressing the significance of his own report (Do I not describe (…) and is that not more significant?). In Example 25, similarly, the claimant seeks to dismiss the relevance of "other" evidence, by accusing a group of lawyers of being too fastidious (they sat around all day talking about pernickety little details, did they not?). Both examples instantiate competing epistemic stances involving positive internal attribution and negative external attribution (my vs. your/their account). Examples 26 and 27 (illustrating the little + evaluative adjective + noun pattern), on the other hand, cannot be interpreted unequivocally. It is equally plausible that the phrases his only little benevolent mind and the little racist ditty can be interpreted literally or sarcastically. 4.2.6. little and double diminutivity Just as revealing were the several instances of double diminutivity, which took either the form of "little + diminutive adjective + noun" or "little + diminutive noun". At this point, it must however be explained that the label "diminutive noun", as used for the purpose of this study, does not apply to analytic or morphological 7 This, however, cannot be determined without an assessment of the speaker's tone of voice or intonation. 
Conclusions
From the current study several points arise regarding the use of little in the dataset analysed. Firstly, it was found that, contrary to what might be expected of a formal institutional setting, diminutive forms with little were a common phenomenon and served a number of pragmatic purposes, rather than just denoted a small size. . Even though such instances were rather infrequent, they demonstrate, in line with earlier studies (Schneider, StrubelBurgdorf 2012: 30) , that "[s]peakers use diminutives in acts of positioning by which they aim at achieving superiority and express condescension, contempt or similar attitudes and emotions" as well as serve "as strategic 'weapons' in the discursive struggle for power". What follows is that such evaluative uses of little seemed more prominent in references to the primary reality of the courtroom, especially the evidence being discussed, than in references to the secondary reality in descriptions of spatially and temporally remote referents. However, in order to establish whether this is a regular pattern, data from more courtroom examinations would have to be compared. Finally, it is also necessary to point out the absence of the affectionate or hypocoristic meanings of diminutives with little -attested, e.g., in child-centred speech situations or in children's literature -which does not surprise given the formality of courtroom interaction and the lack of familiarity between the (adult) interactants. Notwithstanding the above, however, it may be convincingly argued that little sits comfortably among an array of evaluative devices which are recruited in courtroom talk. As the data plainly demonstrate, patterns with little are linked to a variety of pragmatic functions and not just to the mere expression of smallness and thus, it may be argued by analogy to diminutive suffixes, they, too, work similarly to key signatures in music, determining the "key" of courtroom communication 10 and contributing to its overall evaluative harmony.
